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Polyscrub
Heavy Duty
Scrubbing
Brush

1145 x 330
x 540mm

Speed Range Weight Size

200rpm 32m 18Kgs400W 330mm 330mm 330mm 230V
AC 50Hz

Motor Deck Brush Pad Power

The Loline range of low profile floorcare machines has been developed to
meet both the growing demand and need for a choice of models that are
smaller in size, lighter in weight, compact and convenient in storage whilst,
at the same time, being quick and easy to use
without loss of performance.

The new Loline rotaries have been

designed specifically to meet this

demand and raises the handling and

performance levels to an exceptional user friendly

standard be it for men or women operators.

The smallest model in the Loline range can claim

performance characteristics equal to that

of bigger, more industrial machines,

yet with an ease and speed of

operation that will immediately

endear it to any operator.

A full range of 33cm

(13”) brushes and pad

drives allows the

machine to be

used for all of the

primary

floorcare

functions.

Loline NLL332

NLL332

With a total weight of only 18Kg and an operating speed

of 200rpm the machine literally exudes convenience and

versatility.  Fast and user friendly like never before.

Full range of
brushes and pad drives.
See page 12.
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With the increasing demand and need for higher standards of cleanliness, the
Lolines will put truly useable power in the hands of the operator, yet with a
level of convenience that cannot fail to
impress and, subsequently, to improve
both efficiency and the final
results.

The Loline 415 model embodies

all of the many unique features of

the 332 but is suitable for a range of larger

40cm (16”) brushes and 36cm (14”) floor

pads.

With this machine running at an

operating speed of 150rpm it is

a genuine taskmaster,

satisfying a whole host of

floor maintenance

needs, be it

polishing or

scrubbing.
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Loline NLL415

Motor Deck Brush Pad Power

400W 400mm 400mm 360mm 230V
AC 50Hz

1145 x 360
x 540mm

Speed Range Weight Size

150rpm 32m 18.5Kgs

NLL415

The exceptional ease of use

cannot fail to impress any user, and even more so where

extended operating hours are part of the daily routine.

The solution tank system allows for easy use and compact

storage, whilst its unique universal filling system adds

further to operator convenience.

Polyscrub Heavy
Duty Scrubbing
Brush

Full range of brushes and
pad drives. See page 12.
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The Multideck 450 rotary machine is sound, well engineered, basic floor
maintenance... everything that you would expect from a machine tried, tested
and still going from strength to strength after 20 years.

Whether you want to polish, scrub, shampoo or strip... or a little of all of these...
be it with brushes or pads, just select the specification to suit your needs and
let the machine do the rest, not just today and tomorrow but year after year...
a truly sound professional basis to any floor maintenance programme.

As with all our floor machines there is an extensive selection of accessories to
cover a range of applications from carpet
shampooing to floor grinding and scarifying.

As the “Multideck” name suggests there are
additional deck sizes available, a smaller 400mm
and a larger 500mm and a full range of brush
accessories to suit, providing exceptional additional
scope (see page 12).

S=150rpm
M=230rpm
H=300rpm

230V
AC 50Hz

1000W 400mm 450mm 32m 32Kgs

Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

1185 x 580
x 450mm

S =

M =

H =

Also available in 115V/120V specification.

MultiDeck BMD450

Optional
DT130
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230V
AC 50Hz450mm 400mm 32m 32Kgs

Motor Disc Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size
1185 x 580
x 450mm150rpm1000W DT130

This is the complete package, inclusive of
vacuum system, and highly recommended
when using the Airo range of floor preparation and
maintenance materials.
Floor Machine BMD1000S/450

Dustrol 130 Vacuum system

Airo Disc 400 Drive Board

Additional add on
weight
An additional 10Kg weight
that can be easily added or
removed from the
Woodworker machine to
provide 30% extra
operating performance as
and when required.
(See pic 3 left)

Airo-Pol (pack of 5)
Once the sanding process is complete,

wood floors may be polished to
an exceptional standard by a
selection of high performance
polishing discs, available in four

grades starting at 600 grade - the
first stage polishing treatment, followed

by Ultra fine 1500, 1800 and 2000 grade pads.

Airo Dust (pack of 5)
Even with a vacuum sanding machine such as

the Woodworker Airo, ultra fine
dust can remain in cracks and
crevices.  Prior to the application

of your preferred final floor finish,
polish the floor surface with a white

Airo Dust floor duster, this has an almost
magnetic effect, seeking out and retaining dust
particles wherever they may be hiding.  This
process provides the most dust free surface
possible preparing the floor for the application of
your final treatment.

Airo-Prep (pack of 5)
A green coloured, coarse abrasive pad used
prior to sanding in order to remove old wax, oil

or polish residue from the floor
surface. Omitting the Airo-
Prep stage and using Airo
sanding discs as a form of

wax removal will allow a
detrimental coating and clogging to

form on the sanding disc surface and lessen
the disc and vacuum performance.

Airo Sand (pack of 10 per grit size)
A range of six perforated Airo Sanding discs to

provide for a step by step
approach to preparing a
wood floor surface. Available
in a range of

40/60/80/100/120/150 grit
specifications.

* Note All Airo discs, pads or dusters must be used with the Airo disc 400 drive board not the Nuloc pad drive.

Woodworker NAW1000S
Woodworker Airo System
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The Nuspeed 1500 is a new generation of floor maintenance machines which is only made
possible by a new drive system introducing a dramatic 50% increase in power output.

The unique Nuspeed design concept means that for a machine of such compact proportions,
an increase to 40kg in the operating weight can be achieved within the standard specification,
with an optional additional 10kg if required... it has the power and weight that do the work
and produce the results.

In addition to the power and performance many extra operating features
have been added making this machine perhaps one of the most user
friendly, hard working professionals in the Floorcare business.

The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that
monitors operation and boosts torque, as required, to provide
consistent performance under varying load conditions.

For polishing applications the NR1500 is also
available in a 300rpm specification which is
supplied with a Flexi Pad Drive system as
standard.  For brush applications select from the
standard range see page 13 & 14.
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230V
AC 50Hz1500W 400mm 450mm 32m

Model Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

1250 x 580
x 460mm

NR1500S
NR1500H

150rpm
300rpm

40Kgs
35Kgs

NR1500H

NuSpeed NR1500 S&H

Optional
DT130

NR1500S

S =

H =
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Optional
DT130

NuSpeed NRL1500

1250 x 610
x 540mm

Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

230V
AC 50Hz
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When it comes to large areas of floor maintenance or restoration there is no substitute
for both size and weight.

The NRL uses a range of 550mm brushes or 500mm floor pads and is supplied as standard
in a 40kg specification and fitted with the Automatic Torque Control System designed to
give constant performance under even the most arduous conditions.

In the standard 150rpm specification the NRL is a genuine ‘workhorse’
which, by virtue of its size, weight and drive system, will exhibit excellent
handling characteristics in the majority of applications.

The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system
that monitors operation and boosts torque, as required,
to provide consistent performance under varying
load conditions.

The ‘snap-on’ 10kg standard weight can be easily
removed, and replaced as required to suit various applications.

Fast and user friendly like never before.

1500W 500mm 550mm 150rpm 32m 40Kgs

NRL1500
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A true 2 x 2 of the Floorcare business with a hi-range and lo-range drive system allowing
an instant selection of speed between 150rpm and 300rpm to suit the need of the operator
and a full 40kg professional operating weight as standard.

The twinspeed function is particularly useful for those many applications where one machine
must satisfy many different requirements within the working day and with the very real
advantage of compact storage when not in use.

The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that
monitors operation and boosts torque, as required, to provide consistent
performance under varying load conditions.

If scrubbing large areas is the need at one particular time, you
switch to lo-range 150rpm but, conversely, when floor polishing
is the requirement then the hi-range setting doubles
the speed, doubles the results and halves the
polishing time.

and performance and shares all the many professional features
of the Nuspeed range.

An extensive range of
accessories is available
including solution tank and
Dustrol vacuum systems as
shown, all adding
to the

exceptional
versatility of this design.
 Our Flexi Pad Drive
system is supplied as standard for

300rpm use.  For brush applications select
from our standard range see page 14.

230V
AC 50Hz400mm 450mm 32m 40Kgs

Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

1250 x 580
x 460mm

150rpm
300rpm

1000W/
1250W*

NuSpeed Twin NRT1530

Optional
DT130

*
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The majority of floor preparation and maintenance programmes require a machine with
the optimum balance between weight and speed to achieve the desired results.

The Nuspeed NRS450 running at 450rpm and with an increased operating weight of
35Kg has been designed to provide a professional answer to applications where spray
buffing is the obvious and cost effective solution to maintaining floors to a higher visual
standard which is often the need in high profile environments.

The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance enhancing “A.T.C”,
Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that monitors operation and boosts torque,
as required, to provide consistent performance under
varying load conditions.

When equipped with our spraykit this
machine will provide a fully integrated
system that is not only user friendly but
equally floor friendly, both getting exactly what
is required – ease of handling on the one hand
and an excellent floor finish on the other.

Spraytec system will provide, long and
reliable service
and results
you will be
proud of.

230V
AC 50Hz1500W 400mm 450mm 450rpm 32m 35Kgs

Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

1250 x 580
x 460mm

NuSpeed Spraytec NRS450

All NRS-450s are supplied as standard with
our Spider Pad Drive. For brush applications

select from our standard range see pages 13 & 14.

Optional
DT130
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The Nuspeed Ultra is unique in many respects providing a burnishing machine that
automatically adjusts to varying floor conditions whilst in use and that can be easily
manoeuvred in even the most restricted areas.
If it's high lustre polish or wet look surfaces you are after then look no further.  The Ultraflo'
incorporates our unique automatic floating head pad drive allowing a totally consistent
performance between pad and floor and, by virtue of the increased power and pad
pressure applied, a significant advance in the surface temperature is achieved
substantially improving the polishing results.
The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that
monitors operation and boosts torque, as required, to provide consistent
performance under varying load conditions.
This machine will also be very well received in the many
congested applications as its functional
characteristics are totally neutral allowing effortless
operation and control even in the most confined
of locations.
The Dustrol vacuum system can easily be retrofitted providing
an exceptional vacuuming/polishing combination
resulting in not only highly polished but
also fully vacuumed floors... doing
two jobs at once really does
make sound economic sense!
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230V
AC 50Hz1500W 400mm 400mm 1500rpm 32m 32Kgs

Motor Deck Pad Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

1250 x 660
x 460mm

NuSpeed Ultra NRU1500

Optional
DT130
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FMA-606104 330mm Union Mix Polish Brush

FMA-606556 330mm Nyloscrub Brush

FMA-606033 330mm Polyscrub Brush

FMA-606111 330mm Nuloc Pad Drive Board

FMA-606102 400mm Union Mix Polish Brush

FMA-606108 400mm Nyloscrub Brush

FMA-606105 400mm Polyscrub Brush

FMA606055 BMD Dustrol Kit (Grey)

Floorcare Accessories

FMA606890 BMD Solution Tank

FMA606615 BMD Optional Spraytec Kit

FMA606360 BMD Optional 400mm Brush Deck

FMA606362 BMD Optional 500mm Brush Deck

FMA606361 BMD Standard 450mm Brush Deck

NLL332 Accessories

FMA-606112 360mm Nuloc Pad Drive Board

FMA-606101 NLL Solution Tank

NLL415 AccessoriesLoline 332/415
Accessory

p3/4
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FMA606077 BMD 10Kg Weight
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